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Review: The Literary Art and Activism of Rick Bass

The Yaak Valley of northwestern Montana is one of the last great wild places in the United States, a land of black bears and grizzlies, wolves and coyotes, bald eagles, and the last great wild places in the United States. A homage to this wilderness area in northwestern Montana, ABAA THE BOOK OF YAAK by Bass, Rick, Search for rare books The Book Of Yaak Rick Bass on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Yaak Valley of northwestern Montana is one of the last great wild places in the United States, a land of black bears and grizzlies, wolves and coyotes, bald eagles, and the last great wild places in the. In The Book of Yaak Rick Bass captures the soul of the valley itself, and he The Book of Yaak by Rick Bass — Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs. The book of Yaak. - Louisiana SBPH - State Library of Louisiana Writing Environments - Google Books Result Rick Bass is the author of over twenty books of fiction and nonfiction, including Winter, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short The Blood Root of Yaak THE BOOK OF YAAK, de Bass, Rick: Houghton Mifflin, Boston Title, The book of Yaak. Names, Bass, Rick, Book Number, R045338. Title Status, Withdrawn. Medium, Cassette. Annotation, Nature writer observes the beauty of the landscape with a lyrical and poetic style. Rick Bass has published more than twenty books of fiction and nonfiction, including Winter, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short story, "The Blood Root of Yaak," won the prestigious O Henry Award. His first novel, The Book of Yaak, was published in 1991. The book was a finalist for a National Book Award and was named one of the "Best Books of the Year" by the New York Times. Bass has also written numerous essays and articles on environmental subjects, particularly the Yaak Valley of Montana where he lives. Recent books include The Place We Lost, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short story, "The Blood Root of Yaak," won the prestigious O Henry Award. His first novel, The Book of Yaak, was published in 1991. The book was a finalist for a National Book Award and was named one of the "Best Books of the Year" by the New York Times. Bass has also written numerous essays and articles on environmental subjects, particularly the Yaak Valley of Montana where he lives. Recent books include The Place We Lost, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short story, "The Blood Root of Yaak," won the prestigious O Henry Award. His first novel, The Book of Yaak, was published in 1991. The book was a finalist for a National Book Award and was named one of the "Best Books of the Year" by the New York Times. Bass has also written numerous essays and articles on environmental subjects, particularly the Yaak Valley of Montana where he lives. Recent books include The Place We Lost, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short story, "The Blood Root of Yaak," won the prestigious O Henry Award. His first novel, The Book of Yaak, was published in 1991. The book was a finalist for a National Book Award and was named one of the "Best Books of the Year" by the New York Times. Bass has also written numerous essays and articles on environmental subjects, particularly the Yaak Valley of Montana where he lives. Recent books include The Place We Lost, The Deer Pasture, Wild to the Heart, and The Book of Yaak. His first short story, "The Blood Root of Yaak," won the prestigious O Henry Award.